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Abstract
The disruptions experienced by the processes in the last mile delivery during the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic raised the dilemma ofup-to-date last mile approaches for Urban Logistics (UL) issues. Self-Collection Delivery Systems (SCDS) have been proved to be animprovement for all the players of the SC, providing flexibility of time-windows and reducing overall mileage, delivery time and,consequently, gas emissions. Differing from previous works involving hybrid modeling for automated parcel lockers (APL) networkdesign, this paper brings a System Dynamics Simulation Model (SDSM) to forecast online shopping demand in the Spanish city ofPamplona. A bi-criteria Facility Location Problem (FLP) is solved by means of an ε-constraint method, where ε is defined as the level ofcoverage of the total demand. The experiment run considers 90% of demand coverage, in order to obtain the most complex networkpossible. The simulation and demand forecast was carried out using Anylogic simulation software and the optimization proceduremakes use of the Java-based CPLEX API solver.
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1. Introduction

As a consequence of the regulations applied to overcomethe pandemic in 2020, supply chains (SCs) experienceddisruptions in their performance. Although e-commercedemand skyrocketed, the increase in online shares seemsto be a transitory phenomenon. Anyhow, the pandemichas forced urban logistics to opt for alternative last-mileapproaches. Hence, this situation has allowed the imple-mentation of some well-known procedures (Faulin et al.,2019; Sawik et al., 2022a) into the urban logistics field.Self-Collection Delivery Systems (SCDS) have been on theradar of researchers and delivery companies, as an attrac-

tive alternative to traditional home delivery in last miledistribution. This approach provides flexibility to bothcouriers and customers, and reduces out-of-vehicle de-livery times and vehicle dwell times as well as eliminatesthe no-shows issues. Therefore, the main advantage ofSCDS is that road congestion is mitigated, leading to areduction in gas emission. This paper focuses on auto-mated parcel lockers (APLs) as particular SCDS, which aremulti-compartment storage systems that allow couriersto dispose parcels. The main benefit of APLs is that theypermit temporary and secure storage of online purchasesuntil their pick-up by customers at a convenient time. Res-

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/.
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idential buildings, stores or petrol stations are potentialsites for installing automated lockers, where high concen-tration of population and high e-shopping frequency livetogether.Therefore, the main contribution lies in exploring thepotential of integrating optimization and simulation tech-niques to address complex real-world problems, specif-ically in the context of creating an APL network for last-mile distribution. It demonstrates the advantages of incor-porating system dynamics into the simulation of real-lifefeatures, particularly when dealing with interrelated de-mands from diverse customers. This investigation high-lights the effectiveness of a hybrid model in effectivelytackling intricate optimization problems within the realmof urban logistics.
2. State of the art

Simulation techniques have gained significant promi-nence in the field of urban logistics as effective tools formodeling and analyzing complex systems. On the onehand, Agent-based Modeling (ABM) and System Dynam-ics (SD) are widely employed simulation methods suitablefor studying real-life systems. ABM, as highlighted inMehdizadeh et al. (2022), offers a framework for simu-lating intricate decision systems, considering a diversepopulation. Unlike econometric approaches, ABM takesinto account the dynamic nature of evolving features, suchas mobility and behavioral changes in demand. Thus, ABMproves to be a flexible approach capable of capturing theinherent complexity of urban logistics, as demonstratedin this paper.On the other hand, System Dynamics (SD) is proposedas a methodology for simulating dynamic models to ad-dress long-term policy issues both in public and indus-trial problems, as stated in Forrester (1968). Furthermore,Thaller et al. (2017) showcased a specific application ofSD in urban logistics operations, while De La Torre et al.(2019) developed an SD model to examine customer behav-ior within the context of last-mile delivery. Building uponthis research, Rabe et al. (2021) proposed a simulation-optimization approach that integrates a system dynamicssimulation model with a multi-period capacitated facilitylocation problem. In this context, the SDSM is designedwith the aim to understand the behavior and the interde-pendences of the agents that form the APL system.
3. Materials andMethods

In this paper, we introduce a hybrid model that mergesagent-based simulation modeling with a bi-criteria Facil-ity Location Problem (FLP) Drezner and Hamacher (2004)to address the design of Automated Parcel Lockers (APL)networks. The objective is to simultaneously minimize thenumber of APLs required and maximize the coverage ofdemand. By integrating these two approaches, we aim toprovide an effective solution for optimizing APL network

Table 1. Model variables.
Variable Description
xij 1 if customer node j ∈ J is assigned to APL locatedat node i ∈ I, 0 otherwise
yi Number of APLs located at node i ∈ I

design while considering multiple objectives. The modelis defined over the set of nodes i ∈ I and j ∈ J represent-ing the APL potential locations and potential customer de-mand points, respectively. As a novelty, a System Dynam-ics Simulation Model (SDSM) is built to estimate futurethree-year horizon demand of online parcel purchases,based on socio-economic factors in Pamplona. This modelis applied to each of the demand points i ∈ I of the city tocalculate the parcel demand allocated to APLs.
Once FLP is solved, the resulting APL network furtherimpacts future demand in the SDSM. This impact is cap-tured by the effect of APL proximity, which leads to anexponential increase in both the number of people willingto use APLs and the number of purchases per customer perweek. This effect is formulated within the SDSM whichdescribes the relationship between φijt, the effect of APLproximity, and dlij, the distance from a customer node

j ∈ J to an available (located) locker i ∈ I at any nonzerotime t: φijt = 1 + e–dlij , ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J : t > 0
The simulation begins with initial data on population,internet users, eShoppers, APL users, and parcel pur-chases, which are used to create the initial APL networkin the city. These variables start evolving based on ex-pected growth rates through the weekly dynamics of theSystem Dynamics model. On a monthly basis, the FLPis executed, considering the simulated data at that point,to determine the optimal number and location of APLs,which in turn feeds back into the simulation model. Thisnew APL network subsequently affects the future demand,as the availability of APLs nearby positively influences thenumber of APL users and online purchases.
The FLP integrated within the simulation frameworkis a bi-criteria optimization model in which minimumnumber of lockers is desired (in or case that is the objectivefunction 1) and the maximization of utilization of lockers ispursued , willing to cover the maximum demand of parcelsof the system (constraint 2). The model is defined overthe same set of nodes i ∈ I and j ∈ J for APL potentiallocations and demand points, respectively and it is definedas follows:

Min
∑
i∈I

yi (1)
subject to ∑

i∈I

∑
j∈J

djci,jxi,j ≥ ϵ
∑
j∈J

dj (2)
M

∑
j∈J

ci,jxi,j ≥ yi, ∀i ∈ I (3)
ci,jxi,j ≤ yi, ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (4)
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Table 2. Model parameters.
Parameter Description
ε Level of the coverage of total demand
maxDist Maximum distance a customer isup to travel to pick up its parcel
maxNL Maximum number of APLs that can beinstalled at the same location node i ∈ I
dlij Distance from customer node

j ∈ J to an APL location i ∈ I
cij 1 if distance dlij from customer node

j ∈ J to an existing APL in location
i ∈ I is smaller than maxDist and 0 otherwise

dj Number of parcel demand of customer node j ∈ J
ŷi,(t–1) Number of previouslyexisting APL installed at location node i ∈ I
ai APL capacity at location i ∈ I

∑
j∈J

djci,jxi,j ≤ aiyi, ∀i ∈ I (5)
yi ≥ ŷi,(t–1), ∀i ∈ I (6)
∑
i∈I

cijxij ≤ 1, ∀j ∈ J (7)
xij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (8)

yi ∈ [0, maxNL] ⊂ Z+,∀i ∈ I (9)
As a result optimal APL location network and assigna-tion of the customers to APLs is obtained. Minimum uti-lization of APLs for a given demand is accomplished bysetting ϵ ∈ (0, 1) as the portion of total demand that isdesired to be met as defined in constraint (2). Then, con-straints (3) and (4) ensure that a locker installed when-ever a demand point is assigned to a potential location (Mstands for a sufficiently large number - highest estima-tion). Constraint (5) ensures capacity to be sufficient tomeet the demand assigned to a given location. Installedlockers installed remain fixed from period to period, as

Figure 1. Parcel demand evolution during the simulation in a three-yeartime horizon for Pamplona APL network for 90% coverage

stated in constraint (6). Constraint (7) ensures that a sin-gle locker is assigned to a customer, if assigned. Finally,expressions (8) and (9) define the variable (see Table 1)ranges, defining the maximum number of APLs that canbe installed in a potential node. A binary parameter cij isused to force the assignation of an APL to client that iswithin a distance maxDist, maximum distance a customeris up to travel to pick up its parcel (see model parametersin Table 2).The system dynamics model is applied to each of the de-mand points j ∈ J of the city in order to calculate the parceldemand allocated to APLs. The interdependences betweenthe stocks and flows of the system are defined as popula-tion of each city node is positively affected by the initialpopulation and its growth rate or the internet users dependon the internet users share, its growth rate and internetusers themselves. The number of parcels using APLs ispositively reinforced by the number of parcels purchasedby online shoppers and APL users, which are previouslypositively affected by the number of e-shoppers, APL usergrowth rate and the APL users share.The set of available lockers - first vertex presentationand the set of customer locations - second vertex presenta-tion are connected by axes after the Facility Location Prob-lem is optimized due to parcel demand. Axes represent theflow of customers picking up parcels from lockers. How-ever, we are using Anylogic software for the simulationpart, and within Anylogic we have an optimization modelof the Facility Location Problem coded in Java. The opti-mization model is optimized with the use of CPLEX solver- the CPLEX OPL Studio, which is working together withAnylogic. We are doing 152 weeks demand simulations andwithin this time window we are optimizing the FacilityLocation Problem every four weeks, so demand is chang-ing, and the network, too. Since we are using Anylogic forsimulation, CPLEX solver for optimization, and we havecreated additional graphical tools to draw a network withlocation points (vertex) of customers and chosen (after op-timization) location (vertex) of APL’s (lockers). We knowas the input date all potential customer locations, but wedo not know which lockers locations are going to be opti-

Figure 2. Number of installed APL evolution during the simulation in athree-year time horizon for Pamplona APL network for 90% coverage
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mal. Set of all potential lockers locations in the city is alsoknown, but as a solution, we always got part of the set oflockers vertex. To answer the question about what kind ofgraph represents the two networks, we believe that thisis a directed graph, since our graph - or better to say newoptimal network (graph) after every four-week optimiza-tion round within 152 simulation rounds - is a graph thatis made up of a set of vertices connected by directed edges- arcs. Connection is between customer location (vertex)directed to nearest automated parcel locker location (ver-tex). Directed edge - arc represents number of packagescollected weekly by customer from locker. Taking intoaccount below information, we believe that the graph rep-resenting our network customer-locker is directed andacyclic.
4. Results and Discussion
The bi-criteria FLP is solved by means of the ε-constraintmethod, where the factor ε is defined as the level of cov-erage of total demand (i.e. ε ∈ [0, 1]). In this study thesimulation-optimization model is run for ε = 0.90, andthus, considering that at least 90 % of the total demandmust be covered with the obtained APL network. The mo-tivation for this is to show the results of the most popu-lated APL network that can be obtained with the model.Based on a real-world case from Pamplona with data re-trieved from related literature (Rabe et al., 2021; Sawiket al., 2022b,a; Serrano-Hernandez et al., 2021) for sim-plicity reasons, a experiment considering a three yearsplanning horizon has been tested.As expected from input data, total demand shows an in-creasing tendency, maintaining the shape every year andhaving its peak before every Christmas (mid December)(t = 45, 90, 135). Coverage of demand fits strictly the uti-

Figure 3. Satellite view of the installed APL in the network at the beginningperiod of simulation t = 0 in Pamplona.

lization constraint (2). As shown in Figure 1 the assigneddemand evolves parallel to the total parcel demand beingalways above its 90%. The coverage reached in the net-work at the end of the simulation is greater than the onerequired in the utilization constraint, a 93.1% ( ε = 0.9). Inthis experiment, a total of 10, 627 parcels are purchasedin the last week, being the highest demand coincidingwith the last Christmas period (t = 145) considered in thesimulation time.The number of APLs installed in the network follows thesame tendency of the demand (see Figure 2), increasingstep-wise according to the number of parcels that mustbe attended in the system. This matches with the fact thatfixed lockers are considered in this study, and thus the po-tential demand that can be attended is accumulated in theexisting APLs. The final number of APLs in the networkchanges as expected with the desired 90% of demand cov-erage, with a total of 9,895 parcels assigned to 159 APLs.Figures 3 and 4 show the APL network obtained at thebeginning and the end of the experiment, respectively.The potential customer nodes are depicted as white dotsand the installed APLs show up in blue once the FLP prob-lem is solved and an APL is installed. At t = 0, after theFLP is solved for the first time, the lockers are dispersedhomogeneously throughout the city covering all the dis-tricts (see Figure 3). At the end of the simulation, when
t = 151, as highlighted in yellow in Figure 4 , the networkhas a new potential location opened and the number ofopen locker compartments in the previously installed lo-cations increases (depicted in red in Figure 4), matchingthe increase of parcel demand.In Figure 3 we presented a satellite view of the installedAPLs in the network at the beginning period of simulationt = 0 in Pamplona. In Figure 4 we showed a satellite viewof the installed APLs in the network at the end period ofsimulation t = 151 in Pamplona. We have decided not to add

Figure 4. Satellite view of the installed APL in the network at the end periodof simulation t = 151 in Pamplona.
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in both figures directed edges - arcs between all customerlocations (vertex) directed to the nearest automated parcellocker location (vertex). In both figures (3 and 4) the graphrepresenting our network customer-locker is directed andacyclic, but adding directed edges - arcs between customerand locker will make both pictures illegible.Besides, it is important to mention that alternative op-timal solutions are obtained from the FLPs, which meansthat the number of APLs is kept the same, while their lo-cation in the network varies for each alternative solution.The potential of the model built for this study is that it hasthe capability of obtaining graphical results of the network,being able to locate the APLs on their exact coordinates inan interactive map of Pamplona (Figures 3 and 4).
5. Conclusions
This paper proposed the use of an integrated simulation-optimization approach merging system dynamics withexact optimization. The first conclusion that can drawn isthe convenience of developing a System Dynamics Modelto forecast the demand, as this allows to control this pro-cess in a more accurate way and gives more convenientresults than other simulation approaches for estimatingflows of people with individual behaviours. Secondly, rely-ing on simulation-optimization methodology and consid-ering APL user proximity effect has proven that the resultsobtained in the optimization model strictly influence theresults of the simulation model. Lastly, increasing the levelof detail in the demand data, and thus, considering individ-ual customers’ demand instead of aggregated demand indistricts, has notably improved the quality of the obtainedresults. For instance, it is clearly observed that the rise ofe-shoppers and purchase rate, increases the APL usage, asintuitively the number of lockers and the parcel demandare directly proportional.Thus, we explore the potential of integrating optimiza-tion and simulation techniques to tackle challenging real-world problems. The paper demonstrates the advantagesof utilizing system dynamics in simulating real-life fea-tures, especially when dealing with interrelated demandsfrom various customers. Consequently, constructing a hy-brid model emerges as a suitable approach to effectivelyhandle intricate optimization problems in urban logistics.However, it is important to note that this study has twonotable limitations. Firstly, the available data used in thisstudy may not always be accurate or up-to-date. This isdue to reliance on older sources or data that may pertain todifferent regions, potentially introducing inconsistenciesor inaccuracies in the analysis. Secondly, certain signifi-cant factors had to be omitted from the system due to theunavailability of relevant data. For instance, variables suchas climate effects on demands and traffic conditions werenot included due to the lack of data. These limitations high-light the need for future research to address these chal-lenges. It is crucial to move forward by acquiring data fromprimary sources, which could involve conducting in-field

surveys to gather more accurate and reliable data. Addi-tionally, incorporating advanced statistical methods canhelp enhance the estimation of socioeconomic parameters.By addressing these limitations, future studies can providea more comprehensive understanding of the behavior ofthe parcel demand system and improve the accuracy oftheir findings.
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